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This repor t dea l s with l i n e a r s t e p d r i v e s . 
I t present» the Czechoslovak a l t e r n a t i v e e$ well ая the 
CsechoslovpJfc-Sovi^t so lu t ion developed for the Y7ER-1000 
r e a c t o r c o n t r o l , "echanica l par t of the motor, i ower con t ro l 
u n i t , and motor pos i t ion i n d i c a t o r ere descr ibed, 
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A B S T R A C T 

The paper describes a linear step drive 
developed in Czechoslovak-Soviet cooper&tion aud intended 
for driving VVKk-1000 reactor control rode. The authors 
•xplaJn the functional principle of the motor and describe 
both r.echanicel and electrical part of the drive, power 
contrcl, and the indicator of position. Весжше the notor 
has lutches situated in the reactor at a distance of 3 m 
from magnetic armatures, it has a low construction height 
over :*eactor cover, which suggests its suitability for sei
smic "ocalities» Used magnetic circuits work with counter-
poles, mechanical shocks at completing each step being 
damped using special design features. The position indicator 
is of special design and evaluates motor position within 
* 1% of total travel. Drive dingram as well as functional 
schemo of both control electronics and position indicator 
are presented. 
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1. INTRODITCTIOII 
The majority of nuclesr reactora 1з controlled Ъу means t.*f 

control rod*. At í ••»*::; «nd* aitii*t«*d in the orre» these rod* 

«re provided with neutron absorbers «hoe».- inserting in or 

withdrawing cut of the core constitutes the process of neutron 

flux control in the core, the flux bein£ directly proportional 

to reactor power. As the wording motion of the control elements 

is straight, the majority of modern control systems abandoned 

the rotary-type motors necessitating to conver?- the rotational 

motion into tranalatory motion, and tocfc -.-.dv» ntrge of linear 

motors whose functional principle complies with the r*iqulrerr.ri;tu 

imposed on the control elements. 

Control rods are used with advantage to accomplishing «ul. 

three functions which are t:- be fulfilled in nuclear reactor 

control. These functions are as follows: 

To begin with, it is the control of both otationary and 

transient states. As a second, it is the compensation of 

long-term changes of reactivity and, thirdly, the control rods 

are used for ensuring safety in such occurrences when reactor 

parameters exceed the preset limits. 

2. ЫНВАВ STEP DRIVE 
Linear step drive denotes an equipment comprising the 

stepping motor, an assembly for connecting the control cluster, 
and the indicator of position of the draw rod» It should be 
added that en integrate part of the linear step drive is the 
control and feeding electronics which imparts to the linear 
step drive the principal drawing and dynamic properties* 

2.1. Linear step drives in the world 
All leading producers of nuclear devices are engaged in 

developing linear step drives. There exist nany different 
designs which are solved as single-purpose eolations for а 
given type of reactor, but individual designs are not directly 
interchangeable. 
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lasic solution in the we3t is the design of the Aiueric&n 

compaiy Westinghouse. This company uses a draw bar v/ith ridges 

into /hich engage latches which control the movement of the 

bar. The latches are lightweight, are situated within a cci"* 

systen, are easily controllable ar.d ensure good dynamic pro

perties of the motor, 

?he Czechoslovak alternative is derived frcm this solution 

and eiJianced it by adding an additional set of latchest thereby 

enabling the motor to operate in the push-pull mode. Structu

ral solution is presented in fig. 1. The r»otor has two systems 

of electromagnets, with each system having two coils. The bloc

king coils 10 control the closing and opening of latche3 2 

meshing with the ridges of the draw bar 1. The pitch jf the 

circumferential ridges is 1 cm. The drawing coils 9 control 

the poles of electromagnets (fixed pole 4 and nov'ng pole ?), 

the motion of the poles carrying out the required step. TirJng 

of current into electromagnet coils is accomplished by a 

feeding unit. A magnetic shunt engages into the coils of the 

position indicator 21 and closes their magnetic circuits. 

Under loading this motor provided an output of 40 kg (which is 

double the weight of the control organ), and a velocity up to 

8 cm/s (as compared to 2 cm/s required). 

A system principally similar to that of Westinghouse is 

used also by KWU and other producers. 

If the control element is fully inserted into reactor core, 

the end of the drawing bar meshes with the system of latches. 

In the upper position of the control element, th* upper end of 

the bar shifts up above the motor by full working length (i.e. 

3 - 4 m ) . Most producers take advantage of t'nie fact and situate 

the position indicator package also over th«» notor. This pac

kage comprises a continuous coll (with a lens*** of 3 - 4 m 

according to the working length of the motor) wherein moves 

a drawing bar consisting of magnetically conductive material 

and constituting a magnetic core which influences coil 

Inductance» 
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By evaluating this inductance it is possiM^ to determine the 

position of the iraw bar and, consequent-.;», the position of the 

control element. The continuous coil may be substituted by a set 

of coils spaced e.g. 10£ of the working length, ым! the posit is.-* 
of the draw bar may be determined v;ith a discretization given 
by the pitch of the indication coils. 

The main advantage of these systems consists in that the 
position indicator coils are situated in a relatively low tem
perature environment, the indication of position is nondestruc
tive, and the actual position of the bnr is given eith-?r in a 
continuous manner or with a preset discretization. On the other 
hand, the main disadvantage of these designs lies in the fact 
that the height of the motor is increased by full working length 
of the draw bar which constitutes a weakpoint when the power 
plant is intended for a seismic locality. 

2.2. S-1 en drive for WBI^IOOO reactors 

2.2.1. Ke£h£ttic^_par£ 
Nuclear power plants equipped vith WER-1000 reactors are 

design'd in a unified manner also for seismic localities. One 

of the requirements imposed on the components of such power 

plants is to withstand seismic activity up to 9 V8K. It is 

therefore necessary that the structures be short and the 

buildirg heights of the objects as low as possible. 

These conditions led to choosing for the control element 

drive a linear step drive with latches sltu&ted 3 - 4 m below 

the magnetic armatures. Pictorial representation of this type 

of motor is presented in fig. 2* 

The control element (cluster) is connected to the draw bar 1 

via a bayonet. This bar forms a part of the drive and is provided 

in its upper section with circumferential ridges meshing with 

two se's of latches which control the draw bar. The ridges on 

the draw bar are done along a length corresponding to the wor

king length of the bar. Total working length of the draw bar 
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is 3500 am. Lower section of the draw bar is equipped with 
a spring-type shcck absorber for softening the motion in 
individual nteps. The step iJ 20 гаа апЛ 1з given by the pitch 
of the ridges» 

There are two types of latches, i.e. the fixing latchea 
and the drewing ones. The fixing latches 2b hold the draw bar 
when tho drawing latches 2b move freely up or dovm along the 
draw bar (without aeshing with the ridges). The fixing latches 
are in operation also vhen the draw bar is rcctionless. 

Upon a command for notion up, the drawing l?vtches olose 
while the fixing ones open. The draw bar is n;w suspended 
on the drawing latches which thereafter shift by one atep 
(i.e. 2C ram) up, carrying the- draw bar along. The fi:cing lat
ches then close and the drawing ones open and return into 
their starting position in opened position, i.e. without ет£е-
gement with draw bar ridges. The draw bar is held again by the 
fixing latches. 

The downward step proceed* in such a wa* that the dra
wing lat;hes first shift into their upper position to grip fhe 
bar, while the fixing latches open whereupon the drawing ones 
shift oni 3tep down together with the drewing her. Then the 
draw bar is gripped again by th«? fixing latches, thfc drawing 
ones opei and the cycle of the etep is finished. It is seen 
that ea-sh step consiste of several partial motions, i.e. 
opening and closing of both sets of latches, and up and down 
•otions of the drawing latches. 

Opening and closing of the latches is controlled by 
conical bashings connected by concentric t-jbes with the mo
ving poles of corresponding electromtgnets» The coils of 
electromagnets are situated ever reactor pressure vessel covor, 
i.e. outside the pressure boundary* The coils -en cooled by 
streaiaing air» Both the fixed end the moving pole of the 
electrom gnet are placed in primary circuit w&U'r* 

The lower coil 10a controls the fixi ig latches by t;: re 
of the pole 5. whereas the central coil Ю Ъ controls closing 
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and opening of the drawing latches. Their verticil moventnts 
within t"te range of ,ne step is controlled by ;oil 9. The 
moti m proceeds in з ;ch a way that together with polo 3 of 
coil 9 there move the poles 8 and 7 of the coil 10b, the 
drawing latches 2b being connected with poles 8 and 7 via a 
tube» Fixed pole of drawing coil 9 accommodates a shifting 
damping of a ferromagnetic material 12 
«hose lover end protrudes into the working air gup. This 
bushing «nhatfces the drawing power of the magnet in the initi
al phase of motion of moving pole 3, while in the second phase 
of the mtion the drawing power is decreased due to a contact 
occurring between the bushing and the moving oole, as a conse
quence of which the air gap is partially short-circuited. The 
whole motion mechanism is mounted in pressure-ti^ht plug 19 
via s spring assembly. If there occurs an emergency signal, 
feeding of all coils is switched off, control br. things with 
arrattures and connecting tubec fall by gravity into their 
lower position, and all latches open. As a consequence, the 
drew bar with the cluster fall into the core. 

If the upper part of the drive, e.g. the plug 19, suf
fered a greater leakage, an intensive upward streaming of 
water through the pipes would occur, the pressur difference 
could carry up even the draw bar with the clustea. But because 
the pressure gradient lifts also the tubes including the con
trol bushings, the latches close and drawing bar with cluster 
stops. 

The indication >f position is enabled by the inductance 
coils accommodated 1л pressure tube 15 entering the opening 
of the draw bar carrying in its upper section a ferromagnetic 
tube-type shunt along a length 

s * n-jcd 
where a is the length of the magnetic shunt 

x is the oves all working length of the draw ber 
n is the number of indication coils (*6) 
d is the number of required indication zxnes («10). 



Therefore, the inductance c o i l 3 are lo-isted in a dry, 
pre^sureless environment, with the working terser* ture being 
approximately 300 °C. The c o i l s are spacsd 350 ira ( i . e . 10:5 
of the working length) apart, and the ir to ta l number i s 6. 
Bech c o i l i s formed by an i so la t ed wire capable of lon^-tern 
operation in temperature environment up to 400 °C, and produces 
an inductance v/hen in s er i e s with An ohnic re s i s tance . I f the 
current flowing through the c o i l i s I , the act ive component of 
voltage on the -joil i s I.R while the in'luete-.nee rwannest w i l l 
be I .w.L, both components being vectorial!;- pervvndicular. 
Whereas the act ive component of voltage i s tempeře ture-Impen
dent, due to a temperature dependence of the oiyrlc resistance 
tbe inductance component w i l l be temperature-independent and 
i t s Kiugnitude w i l l depend only on the absence or presence of 
the >!>agnetic s'-unt. The pos i t ion indicator as a vrhole cons i s t s 
of 6 c o i l s spaced 1/10 of draw bar working length apart, which, 
u s i n j Johnson's code, enables to evaluate 1С ?,.;>гив of draw У>иг 
working length end 2 end pos i t i o i s . The input e lec tronics 
evalííutet only the inductance component of the .*-.lgual de l i ve 
red by the c o i l s , thi3 component being further convert ?d into 
a binary-decade code for further processing. 

2 . 2 . 2 , £cn,t{c£ ^ЗДО&ЗД&'Ж 

The dynamic properties of the l inear step d^ive are giv»n 
i n the f i r s t place by i t ? control un i t . As a consequence, t h i j 
drive needs a special feeding package which must meet a lso 
the r e l i e b i l i t y and safe'.y requirements Imposed on the control 
system of the whole reec 'or . 

The power feeding package ensures the following functions* 
- controls the amount and the time covrse of current 

into a l l 3 c o i l s of drive electromagnets 
- STitching over to standby d . c . feeding ir* the case of 

an unperrcissible red wing of current into *h<? magnets when 
using 3x220 7 mains supply 
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- in dependence on reactor control cccamančs, to ensure 

up and down motion of the motor 
- if there occurs an emergency a'.&ni<1, irj.edicitely to 

switch off current into all coils of drive electromagnets 
- pro vidi ;ig continuous self-control. 
Peeding of the power package is provided from an independent 

3 x 220 V, 50 Hz system, while for standby feeding serves an 
accumulator, 110 V. 

Function of oov;er «ontrol 
Functional scheme of power control is shown in fi£. 3» 
The feeding voltrge is fed via circuit breakers and react

ance coils in thyristor nodules (TW) on rectifior control• 
Output d.c. voltage serves for feeding individual electroracnets 
of the drive. 

The time course of the output d.c. voltage ia determined by 
the logic unit (LTJ). Instantaneous amount of current is Measured 
by two measuring тгапзгЪ-тпегз (i£T) on the alternating side of 
the rectifier and serves as an information for с jirrent controller 
(CC). This controller is controlled Ъу а commanding signal deli
vered by the logic unit JU, the deviation signal being led to tli> 
phasing control unit (PC'T). The current control!-jr incorporate? 
also threshold circuits /hich control whether tb-ъ intensity and 
the time course of curre.it is in conformity with preset values 
and, in the case of dish rmony, it switches on t-e standby fe
eding, and епзигез signalling of the failure. 

The phasing control unit together with thr synchronizing 
unit SYN control the angle of ignition of thyr:hvtor rectifiers: 
in the thyristoi* modules. The controlling cysteir as a whole 
is designed as short-circuit-proof» 

The control signals from reactor control system «re .led 
on the logic unit LU vie optoelecfric elements of the galv?nic 
isolation» Similarly, a galvanic isolation is doje 
for signals between posi'ion indicator and the >• ntrol unit. 

Pne panel (120") x 800 x 2000 mm) accomodates 4 
units of power control, • ooHng of the panel is 
na t лгг.1. 

http://curre.it
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2.2,3. Position indicator 

The position indicator CTIEW^ZI 

- provides the control room with a signal indicating 
cluster pocithn (with an accuracy of 1% of 'h? -vorking len^t!) 

- :u.-ljver.s into computer с c-urrent anal*./; eignal 
whose magnitude is proportional to clî -ter position 

- provider current signals indicating eni positions 
and inteinaediate positions of the cluster 

- provides a logic signal "PALL" in the case r>f cluster 
falling 

- provides a logic signal "SEIZING" if 'here occurs 
a mechanical seizing of th* draw bar. 

The accuracy of position indication is 1'J. Тп the case 
of switching off and repeated switching on o** th* feeding, v-ie 
position indication nsust be resumed with an accuracy of 10%. 
In the course of bar movement, this indication will automati
cally be corrected to гечсЬ the accuracy required. 

Function of position indicator 
The functional scheme of position indicator i:* pre.yer.te3 

in fig. 4. The 220 V, 50 Hz feeding voltage is led via a circuit 
breaker and the feeding transformers onto the pooition indicator 
feeding (PIP) unit. The magnitude of ell voltages as well as 
the position indicator sensor excitation current are continuously 
controlled. The PIP unit serves for feeding all position indica
tor units, including the position indicator. 

The position indicator sensor consists of 6 coils permanently 
operating in a temperature environment of some 330 °C. Sensor 
output signals are led into the input unit (IU) where the analog 
signal delivered by the position coils .'* converted 
into a numerical signal in binary code, iniw sig iai is further 
processed in the analog signal units (A3U) and the logic sig
nal units (LSU). 

ASU processes signal* from IU together with signals indica
ting the number of drive steps, wherefrom results a current and 
voltage signal which is proportional within 1£ to the position 
of the cluster. The signal delivered by IU is processed in 

http://pre.yer.te3
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LSU with the ai;u of obtaining current signals representing the 

end and. ntermediate positions of the clus+ r (this serves to 

reactor control and safety system), and logic signále indicating 

the end positions (which serves to power control unit, bar fal

ling signal and possible bar seising), 

Bar falling signal ia evaluated from the tine of bar 

motion between two adjoining годез as indicated by position indi
cator sensor (with a discretization of lOTb of working length)* 
If bar motion is faster, this fact is evaluated ar bar falling. 

The position of moving bar is indicated in two decades. 
Individual percents are í idicated by counting coimand pulses 
for bar motion from power control unit, while tons of percent 

are given as zone signal? froji indicator position зет, r, as 
mentioned above. If t'ie state of the counter of individual 
perc^nts is to be changed from S to 0 or vice versa, there 
must simultaneously come a zone-traneition signal from position 
indicator sensor. If the zone-transition signal does not occur 
and the power control unit delivers commands for oar motion, 
this situation is evaluated as "bar seizing". 

The packages of position indication are mounted into 
the sane panels as the power control units. One puxiel holds 
8 assemblies of position indicator. These panels ^re asrumod 
to accommodate also the circuits of grouped со:Лго! of the 
system of control and safety of the nuclear ref-ctor. 

Conclusions 
This report deals with linear .step drives cf the 

WBR-1000 reactor linear ntep irives of control elements, 
Czechoslovak step drive is i resented which hae been 

dteigned in the initial stage )f development. Obtained 
results have been used in а со nmon Czechoslovak-Soviet 
alternative of VVI2R-100O reactor step drive* which will 
be produced in Škoda Concern Sit reprise. 
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